
Safe, efficient, and cost-effective 
chemical and oil cargo handling

With the most trusted and extensive database of liquid bulk products at your fingertips, 
Milbros supports more efficient and safe handling of chemical and oil cargo. Milbros is trusted 
by leading organizations for reliable information on cargo, cleaning, safe handling, regulatory 
compliance, and more. In addition, we deliver the partnership needed to access around-the-
clock support and remain ahead in an evolving maritime industry.

Product Overview

Access the most reliable and extensive chemical and oil 
commodity database with over 14,600 commodities. 

Enhance safety with PPE recommendations, prior cargo 
lists, safety data sheets, and a CPP additives database. 

CPP additives database with safety information about 
coating restrictions.

Directly access cargo handling and regulatory 
expertise through the IMO/USCG. 

Stay compatible with evolving USGC requirements. 

Minimize dependence on Supercargoes with up-to-
date cargo information. 

Leverage the largest and most detailed cleaning 
chemical library, including over 550 cleaning chemicals 
evaluated by the IMO.

Mitigate risk of costly cargo contamination, stowage, and 
other avoidable incidents.

Reduce vessel cleaning time to enhance productivity and 
accelerate vessel turnaround.

With Milbros, you can:

Clients we are proud to serve:
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Visit Q88.com to learn more

SDS (safety data sheets) 

Cargo handling 

Tank cleaning advice 

Library of relevant publications 

CPP Additives Database

SDS (safety data sheets) 

Cargo handling 

Tank cleaning advice 

Library of relevant publications 

CPP Additives Database 

Industry Expert advice 

Phos Acid Tool 

Styrene Monomer Calculation log 

Ability to add notes for internal 
use and to share with your ships 
with Milbros Onboard 

100 PPM UV graphs for Photo-
spectrometer use

Premium

Milbros Onboard provides vessel 
owners and operators the ability 
to access the solution from directly 
onboard the vessel. Milbros 
Onboard provides: 

The ability to synchronize 
updates directly through our 
website via Internet or email. 

Ensure access to timely 
regulatory, cleaning, and safety 
information straight from the 
vessel. 

Automatic registration with 
the Q88 Response Center for 
expert chemical advice in the 
event of a spill or reaction.

Using Milbros helps Navig8 operators by providing all pertinent information at a click of a 
button. At Navig8, we work together as a team and rely on one another’s information as well 

as Milbros’s expertise to streamline voyages to make them as efficient as possible.

Navig8 Group 

Are you ready to enhance safety and 
efficiency for chemical and oil cargoes? 

Subscription options tailored to your specific requirements

Milbros offers three subscription options so that vessel owners, operators, charterers, brokers, and other key stakeholders can 
access critical chemical commodity information in a way that maximizes value for their organization.

Here’s what is included with each subscription:

Standard Onboard
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